The hypothesis on the critical set is essential [3, (4.11) ], but in [4] we show that any real analytic open map satisfies this hypothesis, and thus this conclusion. In order to read the proofs in this paper, the reader will need to have [3] at hand. In particular, the terms locally topologically equivalent, branch set B f1 layer map, extended embedding, and 0-regular are defined in [3; (1.3) , (1.5) , (2.1), (2.3), and (4.1), respectively].
2. Spoke sets* The definition and lemmas of this section are given in somewhat greater generality than needed in this paper (i.e., for open maps), for use in a subsequent paper.
Let Γ 2 be any 2-manifold (without boundary). and let J =; [ -7, 7] . These examples motivate the following definition. Let /: Γ 2 x R p~ι -*R x JS^1 be a layer map, let J = [δ 0 , δj c Λ, and let TFc J2 ί) "
B(f,
1 be a closed #-cell (g = 0,1, , p -1). Let {7 S } be a (possibly empty) collection of 2w disjoint closed arcs in S^j = 1, 2, ••., 2w); let A = \Jfΐ s , and let ζ: S 1 x TF^Γ 2 x TF be a layer embedding such that B f Π imag ζ = 0, / © ζ: 7 y x TF ^ J x TΓ, and for each component Φ of Cl [
is a 2-cell for each ί e W and (iii) for some ζ as above, the boundary Ω of L with respect to JT^JBX T7) is imagζ. Thus if A = 0, /(fl) -{6J x TΓ (i = 0 or 1). (In case A Φ 0 and g = 1, L is homeomorphic to the hub and spokes of a wagon wheel, where ζ(A x W) corresponds to the ends of the spokes.) The index ξ{L) = 1 -w. 
Proo/. Let F be a compact neighborhood of E in Γ 2 x R p~\ let {£/«} be a cover of i" 72 by interiors of closed 2-cells, and let δ be the Lebesgue number of {U a x R^1} as a cover of F. We may suppose that ε < min (<5, d(E y bdy F)). Thus (1) for each ΨC.F with diam Ψ < ε, there is a closed 2-cell U with F c (int U) x R p "\ Given yeR with (y,ά)ef (E) and X = E f) f~ι(y, a), let Q be the finite set and v: Q x D -> .Γ 2 x -B^"" 1 be the extended embedding with imagi; Π B f = 0 given by [3, (2.5) ] for X and ε. According to that lemma each component K of / -1 (int ί>)-imag v meeting X has diam K < ε, and each is open. Since X = E Γ\ f~ι{y, a) and . £7 is compact, one may prove (by contradiction) that it is possible to 
Let v(y) be the corresponding extended embedding (restricted) over J x W. There are y u y 2 , , y u e R with {y h a) e f(E) and
The points {6i(^ ): ί = 0, 1; i = 1, 2, , u} are the end points of a finite set of closed intervals with mutually disjoint interiors; let J h (h = 1, 2, , r) be those intervals with Since ({&J x TΓ) Π/(F Π J?/) = 0, /"'({δj x TΓ) ΠintF is a p-manifold, P is a compact connected ^-manifold with boundary, and [3, (1.9) ] f\P: P~+{bi} x W is a bundle map. Thus [11; p. 53, (11.4) ] it is a product bundle map, and since / is a layer map (3) there is a layer embedding λ:
. From the compactness of F and the finiteness of Q, the number of such components P is finite. 
is a 2-cell, and since the K 3 are mutually disjoint, for i Φ j exactly one of the following is true: Let D(Lj) be the identification space obtained from
α)* and let D{h) be defined analogously. Define a vector field % (resp., v) on 2?(Ly) (resp., D(L 0 )) which is 0 precisely on the (discrete) branch set B (D(g 3 ) ) (resp., B(D{h))) and elsewhere is transverse to the level curves of D(g 3 ) (resp., D(h)), i.e., a "gradient vector field" (j -0,1, •••, q). For any vector field a with isolated zeros, let the sum of the indices of a at its zeros [7, p. 32] 
be denoted by c(a).
Since
According to the Poincare-Hopf Theorem [7, p. 35 
Alternatively, we could have used [5, p. 370] 
Proof. Suppose (a) is false, where yl is the homeomorph of S 1 . 
defined by restriction of / has B g = 0 [3, (4.10)], and so is a bundle map [3, (1.9) ]. Thus [11, p. 53, (11.4 Proof. We may as well replace g by its restriction to g~ι (int J x int IF), and L by L Π 0"* 1 (int J x int W), i.e., we may as well suppose that int J = J? and int ίF = i^"
1 . Let h: R x i?'" 1 -> i2 x i?*" 1 be the restriction of λ. Since B β = 0, β is a bundle map with fiber a 1-manifold F [3, (1.9) ], and so K^ F x intJί x ie*"" 1 [11, p. 53, (11.4) ]. Since iΓ is connected, F is also, and by (3.1(a)) F ^ [0, 1] . By [3, (4. for each (#, t)eJ' x W, so that 7' is 0-regular at (x, s). By [3, (4. 2)] 7 is 0-regular, and (by [3, (4. 3)(b)]) (2) 7 is a (product) bundle map with fiber [0,1]. For each teR*"
be the layer homeomorphism defined by h(y, t) -(y, t) -g(a(t)), and let
Thus λ^O, t) is connected. Since λ-^O, t) contains no homeomorph of S 1 (3.1(a)), and λ" 1 (0, t) -{oί{t)} is a 1-manifold with boundary points the 2w (ζ(L) = 1 -w) points of λ" 1 (0, t) Π Ω (2.1), it follows that λ-^O, t) is homeomorphic to the union of 2w arcs disjoint except for their common endpoint a(t). As a result a(t)eKf] (Γ 2 x {ί}), so that each K contains imag^, i.e., B λ .
Let Ki (i -1, 2, , 2w) be the components K enumerated so that for any t e R p~\ (int K { ) Π (Γ 2 x {t}) are the components of
in counterclockwise order around a{t) with λ(ίQ = Jι x JB P-1
. Let
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Λi -Ki D int L, let ψ = ψ w x c (see (2.1)), and let J* be the closures of the components of ψ~x (int J* x R p~ι ) enumerated in analogous fashion.
By (2) Let Φ = (int Ir) Π λ" 1 ({0} x R*-1 ), and let r 4 (resp , Ψ,) be the closure in Φ (resp., ^"'({O} x R*" 1 )) of the component in Φ -βΛresp., 2 r~1 ({0} x R p~ι ) -J?^) meeting both Λ { and iί <+1 (resp., Λ< and z/ <+1 ), where i and i + 1 are interpreted mod 2w. In case w = 1 there are two such components, and Γ^ is so chosen that, for each t e R p~ι , a counter-clockwise path around a(t) from A 4 to ^ί ί+1 passes through Ti Then (ίί)"" 1 o ζ 4 (also (ίί+i)" 1 ° ζ<+i) defines a homeomorphism of Γ< onto ψi with fe)- Proof. Let X be the complement of the set on which / has the desired structure; then XczB f is closed. We suppose that and will obtain a contradiction.
Since 
By [1, p. 87 (5) [12, p. 103, Theorem 1] (cf. [18, , and (4.1) in case B f is discrete is [10, p. 28, (4.3.1) ] and [9] . Considerable information relating to open maps /: M 2 -•iV 1 is given in [5] , [8] , and [10].
4.3. Proof of (1.2). The hypotheses of (1.1) are satisfied (with C 2 if p = 1). In case p = 1, X = 0, so that at each xeM p+1 , f at x is locally topologically equivalent to ψ dM . In case p ^ 2, for each a e M p+1 -X with d(x) Φ 1 (i.e., α?e B f ), dim^ = p -1^1 in a neighborhood of α?; the assumption that dim R p^{ f) ^ 0 contradicts the Rank Theorem [3, (1.6) ]. Thus B f aX, so that dim f(B f ) ^ p -2 .
That / is locally topological equivalent to p or to r is now a consequence of [3, (4.7) ].
